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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT CASE CHECKLIST 
 
CASE #:   ____________________ 
DATE OF ACCIDENT: ____________________ 
LOCATION OF ACCIDENT: ____________________ 
 
Administrative Matters: 

 Send retainer, letter of representation, medical authorization. 
 Follow up 3-5 days later. 
 Assign case number. 
 Scan-in all received documents. 
 Ascertain insurance information of both parties. 
 Send letter of representation to insurance carrier of liable party. 
 Contact all witnesses and record their statements. 
 Request police reports. 
 Request motor vehicle history of liable party. 
 Request all records and bills related to accident. 
 Send client notice of collection of records. 

 
 
Records Administration:  

 Executed copies of third party disclosure form and letter of representation. 
 Copies of driver’s license of both parties. 
 Photos of both cars post-accident. 
 Photos of all damage (to car or body) caused by the accident. 
 Photos of insurance cards of both parties. 
 Copy of intake form/questionnaire.   
 Copy of repair estimate. 
 Copies of citations issued, search results, or police reports. 
 Copies of statements. 
 Lost wage documentation. 
 Photos of the scene of the accident. 

 
 
File Administration: 

 Attain information of point of contact for opposing party. 
 Create system for intake/documentation/filing/review of records received. 

 
 
Healthcare Administration:  

 Gather information of all healthcare providers that treated injured party. 
 Record information related to intake, medical treatment, medications 

prescribed, and discharge. 
 Send client notice of collection of records. 
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Insurance Administration: 
 Record state/amount/kind of insurance of liable party. 
 Send all bills/records to insurance carrier. 
 Confirm payment. 
 Record all communications between attorney and insurance carrier. 

 
 
Demand Administration: 

 Create and send demand package to liable party’s representation. 
 Send offers to client. 
 Deduct balance of bills from any package obtained. 
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